Abstract. The error compensation technique is used to improve the accuracy of non-contact highprecision measuring system. To ensure the accuracy of the high-precision non-contact fourcoordinate blade profile measuring system, the geometric and thermal error compensation model is proposed in this paper. The system is composed of three orthogonal coordinate axes (X, Y and Z) and a rotation axis R. The coordinate transformation matrix can be calculated by the mathematical model of rigid body which is established according to the related theoretical analysis. Three-beam interferometer and standard gauge block are adopted to verify the geometric error of the system. In the thermal deformation error compensation, wavelet neural network model is established. The thermal and geometric error compensation methods are analyzed and the experimental results are given.
Introduction
The accuracy of the mechanical parts has a direct impact on the accuracy of the non-contact measurement system. Applied to Noncontact Four Coordinate Blade Profile Measuring System, it takes in-depth investigations of the compensation of the main errors (the geometric and thermal deformation ones) of its mechanical parts. It allows improving system's accuracy. The geometric errors of Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) have been studied rather well, but as for the fourcoordinate measuring system, the geometric error compensation issues have not yet been uniformly defined. We have studied the errors of the system which is regarded as absolutely rigid one without considering force-induced deformation to establish the rigid mathematical model [1] . Thermal deformation errors included simple and complex thermal deformation ones, so that the former only deals with the linear expansion (relatively simple compensation modeling), while the later must be compensated throughout the experiment.
Geometric Error Analysis and Modeling of Four Coordinate Measuring System
One time installing the fixtures on the rotary table when measuring blades, basic task of the system geometric error modeling is to determine error coordinate transformation matrix that the work table in the base coordinate system coordinates (Fig. 1) . In the analysis of geometric error, the system was treated as a rigid body. Total displacement of a point on the rigid body can be seen as a vector sum of these two basic vectors: angular displacement of the rigid body and linear displacement [2] . Without considering the rotation axis, the orthogonal three-axis movement of the system can be treated the same way as the geometric error of CMM, it has total of 21 geometric errors [3] . 
It can be learned from Eq. 1 that rotation angle can affect the measured results of X and Y coordinates directly. And it can also be established that there are linear displacement error δ X (θ), δ Y (θ) and rotation angle error ε x (θ), ε x (θ). They're caused by the manufacturing error and graduation error. The measured result of Z coordinate can be affected by radial run-out and heeling, the linear displacement error δ Z (θ), rotation angle error ε Z (θ) and verticality error ε r x, ε r y exist as well. In the assembly process, offset error can be produced in X and Y direction. Under measurement the blade is clamped for one time, the offset error can be ignored [4] .
The Four-coordinate measuring system has one working platform and four moving parts ( Fig. 1 ), Cartesian coordinate system O 0 X 0 Y 0 Z 0 is base coordinate system, O 1 X 1 Y 1 Z 1 is X direction coordinates, O 2 X 2 Y 2 Z 2 is Y direction coordinates, O 3 X 3 Y 3 Z 3 is Z direction coordinates, O r X r Y r Z r is rotation axis coordinate system. In the initial state, the five coordinate's origins and directions coincide. The research on the geometric error of Tri-coordinate was better developed. Firstly, we make the rigid error mathematical model of XYZ axis without considering the rotation axis [5, 6] .
where 
T is the actual value that is compensated with the Tri-axial geometric error modeling (Table I) .
T is the measurement value in the base coordinate. According to rigid modeling and the theory of homogeneous coordinate transformation, one makes the rigid error mathematical model of whole system based on the above.
where ( 
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To compensate the geometric error of four-Coordinate Blade profile Measuring system, it is needed to extraction the 21 geometric errors and the errors of rotation axis. The use of multi-beam laser interferometer (Fig. 3) can greatly improve the extraction efficiency and reduce repetitive position error [7] . The linear errors, angular errors and straightness errors of system can be done that combined with the standard gauge block. Take X-axis as an example (Fig. 4) . 
Where ε XY, ε YZ ε ZX is obtained by measuring the standard gauge block. The parameters can be shown in Fig. 4 . R-axis is precision spindle and its error can be measured using calibrating block and block gauge. Then we get the parameters of various axes' geometrical errors according to the principle of extraction geometric error that based on multi-beam (Table 2) . Table 2 . The results of geometric errors
The Analysis of Complex Thermal Error
The thermal deformation errors is more complex than geometric one, the existing method of thermal error compensation based on experiences is more difficult and lower accuracy. Recently, researchers study BP neural network on compensating thermal error, but the actual effect is not very satisfactory [8] . This paper makes wavelet neural network as a non-linear error compensation model that allows us to overcome the shortcomings of the BP network. The factors that have impact on the thermal error of the system are mainly expressed in X, Y, Z, R axial screw thermal elongation and thermal bending deformation. To get better effect, firstly, one establishes the heat-sensitive data samples of the full of mechanical structure that based on thermal sensing principle. Then we use the wavelet neural network to make the relationship between the thermal deformation and temperature. We achieve the thermal error compensation for the system [9] . A three-tiered structure of wavelet neural network (Fig. 5 ) that has strong approximation and fault tolerance ability is used: input layer is all-pass type, hidden layer use wavelet function as an incentive function, and output layer use a linear function. 
Through use a variety of measured values of thermal parameters and the method of gradient algorithm of Led volume, the network training can be achieved that speed up the convergence rate and reduce the oscillation, so that systematic errors E meets the required.
The modified formula of network's parameters is the following:
Where η is learning rate, µ is the momentum coefficient; N is the number of sampling points. So the thermal error compensation of the system can be better achieved with the model [9] .
Results of the Measurement Compensation
The theoretical data of the standard blade can be measured with high-precision contact CMM. The measured data have been obtained that were simulated by the theoretical data with the addition as the Gauss noise. The parameters' values of each error are in Table 2 , where one can see the compensation of the observed value according to error compensation model. Figure 6 shows the theoretical location of the profile (dotted line) before compensation (point line) and after compensation (solid line). We can see a large of the errors can be eliminated, but compensated curve and the theoretical curve can not coincide. One reason is that the data of measurement error is limited, it must have the error of original data. The other, it because of the probe's error and the complexity of deformation error (at this time has been treated as non-rigid body).
Conclusion
In this paper, the non-contact four coordinate blade profile measuring system rigid body and thermal error mathematical modeling have been in-depth fulfilled, it increased measurement accuracy of the system through compensation. Experiments proved the correctness of mathematical error model of system and the effectiveness of error compensation. From the measured results, the error has not been eliminated completely, in which the complex deformation error and fourcoordinate system dynamic error compensation are the direction to further research. The selection of wavelet function that has a great impact on the thermal error model is a difficult problem, though it must select the various wavelet functions for the different goal of thermal error compensation.
